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Daily editors clash in cold
war over figure skating as a
real sport in the Olympics

Hayward hits home runs
over Butterfinger sign, game
slips away from SJSU 8-6
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Clinton issues
Iraq warning

Lookin’ good

President draws line in
sand over denied U.N.
weapons inspections
By Ed Oberweiser
Staff Writ( r

Grayson West/ Spartan Dail%
Frank Annino, The Spartan Barber, listens as Jason Teske
compliments him on his haircut. Yeske has been a faithful
customer of The Spartan Barber since he attended San Jose

State University in the early ’90s. The Spartan Barber is located on South Fourth Street. See page 8 for related story.

President Clinton said Tuesday
that military force is sometimes the
only answer and the United States
will strike Iraq more than once if necessary to achieve its goals.
Clinton’s explanation to the
American people of the need for a
military strike prompted a statement
from Iraq.
Iraq pledged to make "all serious
and legitimate efforts" to peacefully
resolve the crisis over U.N. weapons
inspectors being denied access to suspected weapons sites.
The United States and Britain
have threatened air strikes if
Baghdad does not allow unrestricted
inspections.
Some San Jose State University
students and a professor are opposed
to U.S. military action.
"If the U.S. attacks, more people
will get killed and they will be civilians who have nothing to do with the
military," said Osama Eaidan, SJSU
computer engineering student from

the Sudan.
Management of Information
Systems major Helen Nguyen said
she is worried about bombs possibly
hitting unknown weapons sites and
innocent people being killed.
"As an anthropologist I’m appalled
at the lack of discussion and presentation of alternative perspectives in
the media," anthropology professor
Carol Mukhopadhyay said.
"Discussion of another way to
work this out should be enough," said
SJSU senior Sandy Trinh, a management of information systems major.
"The U.S. definitely shouldn’t bomb
Iraq."
Ken Nuger, associate professor of
political science, said he can’t tell
whether Hussein will change his
position or not.
"Saddam Hussein is such a weird
bird you can never tell what is going
to happen," said Nuger.
The council statement said Iraq
hopes Annan will be "in a situation
that will enable him to reach a balanced political solution."
Saying he still hopes for a diplomatic solution. Clinton said it must
be "a genuine solution and not simply
one that glosses over the remaining
problem.
"A diplomatic solution must
See Iraq, page 4

Charles Schwab officer delivers goods Alumnus’
By Mindy Leigh Griser
Staff nter
Dawn Lepore, executive vice
president and chief information
officer of Charles Schwab and
Co. Inc., gave some advice to students who are planning computer-related careers.
She explained a little about
the Schwab company and gave
Information
Management
Systems students insight on
what it takes to be successful in
the information technology
industry on Tuesday at the MIS
club meeting in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Lepore has been with the
Schwab company for 15 years
and started out as a first level
manager.
According to IA.pore. Schwab
is the largest on-line financial

services company, and it is
rapidly growing.
Schwab currently has 1,005
employees and has hired 532
employees in the past 18 months
alone, Lepore said.
Lepore talked about the concepts and philosophies that have
made the Schwab company so
successful.
These issues are helpful to
students who are planning a
future in information technology, according to Lepore.
"Technology is constantly
changing and it is up to you to
be on top of such changes,"
Lepore said.
Students who attended the
event found Lepore’s speech to
be. very refreshing compared to
some of the. past speakers that
they have had.
"She was able to target her
audience and speak to us in

terms that we could understand," said Gabrielle Ferranti,
president of the MIS club. "She
did a great job of explaining to
us what her job consists of and
what we can expect from a job in
the IT (information technology)
industry."
Many speakers in the past
have spoken on an advanced
technical level, making it difficult for students who are new to
the program to understand.
"I have heard 20 to 30 speakers from the IT business and she
has been one of the better ones
because she was funny, interesting and easy to follow," Ferranti
said.
The
next
Management
Information Systems speaker
Dan hohlt,
will be from EDS (Electronic
Schwab’s
Chief Information
Charles
Chow
asks
Jack
SJSU
student
Data Services) and is scheduled
Officer Dawn Lepore a question after her meeting with the Management
for March 4.
Information Systems group Tuesday at Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Bumper crop for university private fundraisin
Swisher, speaking of CSULA’s $10 mil- Administrative Building," said Kathleen
lion jump in private donations from last Quinn, SJSU’s associate vice president
year. "I don’t know thc specifics, but for development.
A record $11.9 million in funds were something abnormal happened. It is
Currently, SJSU ranks sixth out of 22
raised by San Jose State University for probably a large pledge or a me.al estate CSU campuses in private donations. Cal
the 1996-97 yearly quarter, an increase of grant."
State University at Long Beach and San
nearly 200 percent since 1990.
SJSU increased its private fundrais- Diego State University raised the. most
California State, Universities as a ing with a large gift or two of its own, money, earning $25.9 million and $23.2
whole received a record $173 million in jumping from $7.6 million in 1996 to million respectively. CSU Monterey Bay,
private donations, which is an increase of $11.9 million in 1997.
which opened its doors in 1995, raised the.
75 percent over the last six years.
"We’ve had many larger gifts in 1996 least with $460,000. CSU Hayward did a
"It shows the direction that fundrais- and 1997, like the Simpkins Athletic little. better, earning $1.1 million.
ing has gone," CSU Media Relations
Manager Ken Swisher said. "It has
become much more of a priority at the
campus level and systemwide than it had
been previously."
Swisher said public schools have
adopted the philosophic-8 that many private schools use.
11.9
"Traditionally, fundraising has not
12 Melleons
been as high a priority as it has been in
11 of dollars
private schools, not only in the CSU system, but in public education around the
10
8.5
8.2
nation," Swisher said. "We’ve reached a
9
7.6
7.0
point where public education realized
state funds were becoming inadequate- to
7
provide a quality education. So our way
6
4.7
to address that was to increase efforts in
3.9
5
private. fundraising."
SJSU, which raised in excess of $4 mil4
lion more than last year, recorded the, sec3
ond highest increase of all CSU schools
2
CSU Los Angeles had the. largest
increase.
"I would guess the-re- was some large.
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
unusual gift awarded to CSULA," said
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Wrater

Private donations made
to the California State University

_

According to -Janet Redding, S.1Srs
vice president of university advancement, a handful of events raised funds for
the campus.
,s.ISIT received $3 million for the
Administrative
Simpkins
Athletic
Building located on the ceerner of Seventh
and Alma streets It was donated by
SJSU alumnus Alan Simpkins, an electronics pioneer who worked with
Hewlett-Packard Co . :3NI and Systems
Studies The. dedication for the athletic
administration center was his last public
appearance before his death on Sept. 11,
1997
’ The’ campus ills() exceeded its goal of
$8.3 million because of the. addition of
development Micurs in Humanities ;end
Arts. "Development officers in gem .ral
work with the. dean tee find resources.
funds iend equipment tee Melt the’ net e it a
particular college." Redding said
’In iiddition to the Alan Simpkins
Building and dive’ Ii wpment e officprs.
Redding said 5.151’ started three capital
projects including the College Of Business
renovation project and the Holt;i gc
Gateways Developments All helped the,
campus raise. more funding than usual
Redding credits the. Simpkins Building
the. most
"It was a great opportunity.- she. said.
"The. Simpkins’ thought it was too good to
is up The, building is so close to campus, it is only twee years old, it has parking and its infrastructure) is a perfect
tit "

thesis
shines
By Eel ()berweiser
rIt N.X riter
Richard Vorst is on a roll.
First the. San Jose State.
University alumnus received the.
Outstanding Thesis Award First
Prize. during the. May 1997 SJSU
commencement exercises.
Then he learned last month that
he received the Distinguished
Master’s Thesis Award unanifrom
Western
mously
the.
Association of Graduate Schools.
He. will receive. the. award and $500
at the. association’s March meeting
in Salt Lake City.
"Inc ecstatic, considering thenumber of people I had to beat to
get this award and considering it
was unanimous," Vorst said.
Gerald Selter. de-an of the college eel sciences at SJSU, said the.
Western Graduate. Association of
Graduate. Schools has ipproximiddy 50 member schools.
"There’s a lot of conipetition,
particularly at the master’s level,"
said June OberdorfenVorst’s thesis
adviser.
Vorst said his thesis ex ph wed
the. ability of certain geologic materials to absorb er slow the spread of
contaminants in ground water his
thesis specifically studied their
effects
on
the
chemical
trichloroethylene, Vorst said
Trichloroethylene is a cleaning
solvent used to clean electronic
parts, according to Oberdorfer
Oberdorti.r said trichloropthylenv is a suspected cancer-causing
chemical.
"This chemical is considered
toxic at very low concuntrations
and is a common contaminant
found at Superfund sites in Silicon
Valley." Seller said
According to the. Environmental
Protection Agency, a Superfund
site. is an are -a the- EPA designates
as a threat to human health due to
contaminatiem from leaking underground steerage. tanks or abandoned hazardous wasteOberdorfer said it was a coup for
an SJSU graduate tee win the.
award because. S.ISC does not have.
See Vorst. page 4
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With the Winter Olympics
in full swing, Daily editors’
rivalry heats up over figure
skating’s status as a sport
Figure skating is every bit
as rigorous as macho sports

Subjectivity leaves figure
skating out in the cold
Figure Skating is
graceful, It is elegant. It is athletic. But a sport in the
classic sense of the
word? Come on.
No, it falls more along
the line of an athletic
competition than anything else.
How can it be a sport
when nearly every aspect
of how a winner Ls determined is subjective?
Skating is political. Skaters themselves
know it, coaches know it and fans know it.
Toiler Cranston said in his autobiography
"Zero Tolerance." "Every time I looked at the
judges, they [net amorphosed into grimacing
Tolkienesque characters. I did not wish to be
judged by them. I did not wish to have my
destiny determined by such silly and superficial people.Iudges give skaters marks in two categories for each pertiirmance. They range from
fir not skated through 6.0 for perfection.
These marks are handed out for technical
merit and presentation.
Technical merit is the nuts and bolts of
skating. Skaters are given marks based on
Jumps, spins and step sequences. Fairly
straightforward.
Presentation, on the other hand, is what
turns a brilliant competition into a "how well
did I kiss the judge’s ass" contest. It is here
that picking a winner would probably be in
the best interest of fairness if they drew
names out of a hat.
"Did the skater look cinnfortable and at
ease?" is imp criteria in which presentation
marks are awarded. Come again? Look comfirtable Um standing on a steel blade an
if an inch wide, I’m wearing a freakin’
sequined costume that makes me look like a
circus clown and I’m throwing myself into the
air doing sakhows, lutzes and axels
knowing full well that a wrong landing could
make my leg look like Joe Theismann’s. Yeah,
I’d he real comfiirtable. There are no criteria
to judge the batter on how uncomfortable he
looks when hieing a 95-plus mile-per-hour
fasthall.
Skating proponiqns can argue that there
is sullective nature in most sports. In baseball the umpire calls balls and strikes, in football the rekree calls penalties and in basketball the ref calls personal tools. This is not
disputed, but tilt Omit( ly the action on the
field or court decides the outcome, a final
scr re.
Ru xi rig is the same as skating, a competition whose fate is held in the palm of judges.
I still fume about the Leonard/ I lagler debacle
In baseball. the team that scores the most
mils wins. The k isket ball team that puts the
ball through the h. mip the most wins.
In skating, judging is done on a solitary
basis. There is no confirence between officials
to determine if Todd Eldredge did in fact complete fiiur full spins They get one shot to call
it as they see it. At liqist a batter may appeal
a strike call to the first or third base umpire
Ii r clarification
According to a Feb. 16 Spirts Illustrated
iirticle titled "Blind Justice." in the 1988
Calgary games. Canada’s Elizabeth Manley
,,ut- skated both Katarina Witt and Debi
Thomas, but didn’t have the reputation of the
latter two awl thus captured only silver
instead if thu gold she probably deserved. In
1992. many observers felt that Paul Wylie
would have won the gold over Victor
Petrenko had the judging been based solely
un what happened that day on the ice, but it
wasn’t
In figure skating, the judges are
allowed tit preview the skaters, in fact are
.i1(1)UnigNi tit di/ so in order to familiarize
themselves with how the skaters work on the
ice Is :Michael Jordan prejudged on how well
he shoots his jumper or Tiger Woods on how
close he puts the ball to the cup?
I won’t even go into the fact that after the
Olympics, these skaters get paid to dress up
as Woody or Buzz Lightyear and do the same
things in "Toy Story on Ice" as they did in
Nagano.
According to the same. SI article, Oksana
Baiul won the gold over Nancy Kerrigan in
’94 in Lillehammer. despite Kerrigan’s clear
technical superiority Said Ben Wright, a
recent inductee into the World Figure
Skating Hall of Fame and international judge
for 22 yws, "It was the old question of the
presenta*n mark being the tie breaker. It’s
subjective."
Exactly.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports editor

Illustration hi.’ Lino Aievedo

Ifirst laced up a putrid
pair of orange plastic
rental skates at age
six. In the ensuing 17
years, I wish I had a
penny for every time I’ve
heard, "Figure skating’s
not a real sport ...."
Vague reasons follow,
but it all boils down to
one thing: Men feel that
any sport dominated by
females of which figure
skating is one of the few
must either be easy or have a mortal flaw.
Figure skating is represented largely by
women, both on the ice and on the sidelines.
U.S. Figure Skating Association statistics show
that 75 percent of television skating viewers
and 85 percent of ice show patrons are women.
So men, the mother lode of those who maintain that figure skating does not deserve to be
called a"sport," search and dig and hold on with
dear life to ignorant falacies bred from male
chauvinism.
They resort to "typicalmaleness" by refusing
to acknowledge skating’s extreme. difficulty and
artistry. They turn instantaneously homophobic and say, "all guy figure skaters are gay" and
instead cite short skirts and young shapely
bodies as "the only reasons to watch skating."
Men understand numbers, not subjectivity.
So baseball, basketball, football, et al. use a
clearly defined point system to determine the
winner. Well, hello. They have to due to the caliber and intelligence of their fans.
A common misconception is that figure skating judges just pull scores out of the air on a
whim. Not true. There is a very definite point
it’s just that more varisystem in skating
ables are involved. Tenths of points are deducted for spills and added for thrills.
There are scores for technical merit that
take into consideration everything from falling
to jump height, and scores for artistic merit
that measure choreography and "polish."
And, make no mistake, there is none of the
prima donna runaround in figure skating. Big
bucks? B.S. Amateur figure skating carries a
price tag of upward of $30,000 per year at the
higher levels. It was only two years ago that
amateur figure skaters were allowed to be partially sponsored at all, much less make any
money on tours and endorsements.
Even so, the only way for figure skaters to
make any real money is to win an Olympic
gold. Forget about going to the Super Bowl, losing and getting endorsements; in skating you
have to go to the dance and mme home with
the medal around your neck to make any cash.
Michelle Kwan, currently at the inarguable
peak of her amateur career, is certainly not
making more than $250,000 a year. Meanwhile,
over at courts and fields across the nation, players are raking in tens of millions of dollars.
If winning doesn’t happen one year, there is
not another shot at it the next, as is the case in
other sports (e.g. Super Bowl, World Series, etc.)
In figure skating, it’s the Winter Olympics or
it’s nothing. As such, many skaters who miss
the medal rely on tours to earn a salary.
All sports have their own versions of sports
afterlife. Disney’s World on Ice is for better than
old, fat Frank Gifford pontificating about the
youngins’ on FOX. After all, those who can’t,
sportscast; but skaters just keep on skating.
Somewhere in determining a sport’s merit,
difficulty must be taken into consideration.
Nearly everyone, I dare say, could pick up a
bat and ball and hit and throw. Even non-athletes could grab a football and catch a pass.
Maybe not professional caliber, but that’s not
the point.
The point is that the average person cannot
put blade to ice and even fulfill the basic
requirements of the sport. Most cannot even
stroke (that’s push) around the rink properly
when they skate, much less perform basic
and I mean very basic jumps and spins.
That takes talent. That takes athleticism
Now that’s a sport.
The bottom line is that figure skating’s
recognition is long overdue.
For every new jump learned, a skater must
fall a minimum of 800 times before it becomes
consistent not perfect, just consistent.
This is not a weak person’s activity. This is a
sport in which hardy athletes are required.
Skaters rotate two, three, four times around
in half of a second, land on an eighth of an inch
blade and glide backward on an outside edge
that is as thick as a pinpoint.
But it’s the precision and exactment, coupled
with sheer athleticism and dogged determination, that make skating a real sport.
And the truth is, if figure skating were easy,
they’d just call it hockey.
Terri K Milner is a Spartan Daily co-executive editor
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Dorms: hotbeds of sex, drink and fun

Sparta Guide
Today
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY,
INC. (ZETA PSI CHAPTER)
"A. K. Awareness" workshop:
major diseases affecting the
African American community, from
7 - 9:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Mishawndra Hughes at
(408) 924-8879.
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Weekly meeting with speaker,
Dave Fong from Berkeley at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call David at (408) 265-7442.
CAREER CENTER
Recruiting services workshop at
3:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at (408) 924-6034.
CAREER CENTER
InternshipsLearn While You
Earn, 12:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call the Career
Resource Center at (408) 924-6034.
CAREER CENTER
Co-op workshop at 5:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden

Room. For more information, call
the Career Resource Center at
(408) 924-6034.

Pacheco Room. For more information, call Susan Clair at (408) 9245962.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. in the John XXIII Center,
across from the SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.

SJSU CAMPUS HIV/AIDS
COMMITTEE
Free condoms, Wednesday and
Thursday from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. in
the Student Union. For more information, call Dick Roe at (408) 2980204

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Film: "The Story of Book One,"
at 7:30 p.m. at 410 Cambridge Ave.,
Suite C, Palo Alto. For more information, call Joe Feshback at (650)
853-0602.
EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY
COMMUNITY
Dinner and discussion from 5:30
- 7 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. For more information, call Anna at (408) 293-2401.
NUTRITION AND FOOD
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 1 - 3
p.m. in CCB 103. For more information, call Jill Christensen at (408)
924-3110.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown bag lunch program:
applying for financial aid 1998-99,
presented by Carol Garcia from 121:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s

closet doors and put five holes in our
Imagine this. You’re an 18-to 20walls without paying a dime. In addiyear-old college student, fresh out
tion, the fire extinguishers make great
of high school or junior college.
smoke machines at parties and are
Your hormones are raging, your pareasy to get refilled.
ents are too far away to interfere with
Negative: Your roommates will
your life and you’re smack in the midprobably frown on your destructive
dle of sin.
tendencies so either destroy your side
Welcome to dorm life. Please check
of the room or do it when they are not
your morals at the door and bring prohome and blame it on a burglar.
tection.
Positive: No parents.
Now I learn that our dorms here at
Negative: The Resident Advisers
SJSU are filled to near capacity.
Students packed like cattle in small Andrew Illus%ey can be as bad if not worse than parents.
All they need is a Doberman and a
and dirty rooms, snorting and snoring
black uniform as they patrol the halland doing all sorts of things to each
LOSER FRI
ways and their look will be complete.
other.
The best way to deal with them is to
That’s a lot of casual sex. That’s a
separate them and get them drunk
lot of cigarettes and beer. That’s a lot
of debauchery. They’re probably loving every and/or high. Take pictures and constantly remind
them of what a compromising position they put
minute of it.
As ashamed as I am to admit it, I lived at themselves in and that you have proof.
Positive: The laundry rooms in the dorms are
Spartan Village for two years and enjoyed it. I
know people who have been there for three (you close and relatively cheap. You can put your filthiest clothing in the washer and not get yelled at
know who you are, losers).
And as an ex-member of the Village People, I by your mom and made to clean it out. For fun
can relate to you the highs (no pun intended) and you can urinate in the washing machines of those
you dislike and steal the underwear of those you
lows of dorm life.
Positive: Meet lots of new people, some good, do. Be creative, it’s your laundry room too.
Negative: Don’t piss anyone off or your
some bad.
Negative: Those bad people are really bad clothes will smell like pee.
Positive: Bonding with your roommates.
and they tend to want to hang out with you forNegative: Some roommates are not bondable.
ever. Keep some pepper spray handy and don’t let
Housing has a sense of humor and tends to group
them near your fridge.
Positive: Casual sex is alive and well in the the pot-smoking, out-of-work dirthead with the
meathead who is going to be a cop and insists on
dorms.
Negative: Drunken sex in small environ- doing his push-ups in the living room. Also, the
ments tends to bite you in the ass as you con- rooms are smaller than they may appear and
stantly see the person in the laundry room, the sleeping in the same room as a snorer who is less
parking lot and at parties. Those with a low tol- than odor-free can create problems.
erance for uncomfortable situations and awkward silences will probably want to steer clear.
Andrea. Hussey is the Spartan Daily
Positive: Breaking things in the dorms is not
entertainment I lifstyles editor
cause for alarm as they have a wonderful staff of
His column usually appears on Fridays.
maintenance personnel who are at your beck and
call. I managed to break four phones and two

SJSU MARIACHI WORKSHOP
Registration still open to students and community from 7 - 9:30
p.m. in the Music Building, Room
266. For more information, call
1408) 924-4675 or 924-4701.
SJSU WOMEN’S RUGBY TEAM
All new players today and
tomorrow welcome to practice from
4 - 5:30 p.m. at Spartan Field. For
more information, call Christina at
(408) 244-7494.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
Women’s support group from 1 2 p.m. in the Administration
Building, Room ’22213. For more
information, call the center at (408)
924-6500.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
I,, students, faculty, and staff The deadline
fur entries is noon. three days befin-e desired
publication date Entty forms are available
in the Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions May require editing of submissions,
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Crime Watch
Feb. 11
’Theft of wallet from
unlocked dorm room at Joe
West Hall.
*Theft of parking permit in
10th Street Garage.
Feb. 13
*Stolen credit card and $10
from unsecured dorm room in
Markham Hall.
Report of assault with a
deadly weapon and vandalism
at Theta Chi fraternity.

For The -I

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature
and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily,
the School of Journalism and Mass Communications (Jr SJSU.

Feb. 14
*Stolen parking permit in
10th Street Garage.
*Vehicle vandalized in Lot
4 (ATM near Student Union).
Feb. 15
phone stolen at
Cell
Valentine’s Ball in Student
Union.
in
burglary
’ Vehicle
Spartan Village panting lot.
Feb. 16
’ Report of bicycle stolen
outside Faculty Dining.
Vandalism with brown
paint on Wahlquist Library.
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415-558-8500
FOR RESERVATIONS
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$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

American !kart
Association-.

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

I 0.151.5 PH..
01,4 glrn.

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE
EGG DONATION PROGRA N1 needs healthy
women between 21 and 32 years of age.
Experience the reward and salP4fac non of
enabling another woman to chni rive. If you
are of Caucasian, Asian, East Indian, Iranian
or other ethnic cultures, you may help others

of your ethnic harkgrutind
who would otherwise remain

childless. All inquiries are
confidential. Financial
compensation IS S25110.00.
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Party wit us at our
rand Openin% Celebration
with
great giveaways
on March 6th from spm to Spm
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( IF F ( touncul on Intern:Mona! F ducational F ’,change

102 University Avenue, Suite B
(next to Blockbuster)
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
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Cullum Kickboxing

The Airport"

Call SuperShuttle. We are the nation’s leader in door-to-door
shared ride airport transportation SuperShuttle has now expanded
our service to operate from Santa Clara
County. SuperShuttle will get you to and
from the San Francisco Intl Airport
safely, promptly. and
economically
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Women Ages 21-29,
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Give the Gift of Life!
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SJSU professor receives
award of ’highest honor’
time chronicling this decade.
"Future historians will have meager materials
to work with," Stross said. "This (historical
In order tel toe& into the future, Randall Stross archive’s) is the. last thing on their minds for startup companies."
has tee look into the past.
With the. fast pace of’ technology intiermation,
The recipient of the President’s Scheelar Award,
Stress accepted his award by delivering his speech Stross said that not enough time is spent on devel"Fortune-Telling. How a Historian in 2050 Might oping archives. Companies are too busy keeping
View Silicon Valley in the 1990’s," Tuesday in the up with thee world to take’ the. time to provide
detailed intiermation. Stross sees this as a probStudent Union Kirrett Ballroom.
The. Pre.sulent’s Scholar Award, first presented km.
"History cannot be reconstituted by press
in 1973-74. recognizes excellence in research and
releases and Web page’s," Strews said.
scholarship Along with the
Whether Silicon Valley
Outstanding Faculty Award, it
would be. seen as the beginis the highest honor given t,
ning of a computer dominated
faculty. according tee Sall .1,,
age such as Detroit was seen
State. University President
in the automotive. industry
Robert t’elret.
remains tee be. seen. Stross
"Professor Stross is an edu Future historians will
cated person." Caret said, while have meager materials said that their is no Internet
shortcut to judge Silicon
commenting on Stross’s :ern des in Fortune magazine and to work with. This (his- Valley’s legacy. Only time will
tell.
his authoring of six books. "lie torical archives) is the
Many in attendance were
publishes :It a level that any
interested in what Stross had
scholar would be proud of"
their
thing
on
last
to say. One audience member
Caret said that Stross’ abut
ty tie ceenduct research and minds for start-up com- commented on how her computer has become her diary
bring it all back to the class- panies
and how it has the potential
room is one of the reasons why
Randall Stross
to record an individual’s life.
he. received the award.
"I think it was interesting
SJSU professor
Stress opened his speech by
that the. possibility of writing
thanking the university for
history changes due to the
providing the necessary time
improvement of technology"
and research materials that
SeISLI interactive media lecmade his stitches of China and
turer Lisa Jevbratt said.
the Silicon Valley possible.
A champagne. reception followed the speech and
lip then compared the California gold rush of
to Stross one. on one.
the late 1Seths to the influx of small-business com- people were. able. tee talk
"It (Scholar Award I was the greatest honor that
puter ent repreneurs of the 90:
lever received," Stress said. "It shows that the. uniEven though comparisons could be. made of the
general attitudes of the. twee eras. Stross stressed verso v appreciates scholarly work, tend that is
that historians Si) years from now will have .c hard gratik log "
jon Perez
sezti %); race
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Iraq: Search for a peaceful resolution
Continued from page 1
include a clear, immutable, reasonable, simple standard: Iraq
must agree, and soon, tee free,
full and linfetterod access tee
these sites anywhere in the
country." Clinton said.
In an interview with Cable
4 work, Deputy Prime
Ne w s
Nlinister ’Eerie] Aziz criticized
CI nton’s speech saying lice’
United States hues no authority
tee attack Iraq.
Aziz said none of Iraq’s neighbors want it to be attacked while
countries as far away as New
Zealand. Australia and Britain
:ere pimping tee help the United
States.
The statement from the
Revolutionary
Command
Council did not offer any specific
concessions that might avert a
U.S. military strike.
The councirs statement came
its diplomatic efforts intensified
tee bring Annan tee Baghdad. Five
permanent member, of the 1".N
Security Council failed Monday
tee agree on a mandate tier

Annan.
Representatives of the permanent members met this
morning to try tie narrow their
differences. Additional meetings
were planned today before a session with
British Foreign Secretary
Robin (400k Said the diplomats
were close tie agreement.
"It is s’ery probable that Kofi
Ann in will gee, and gee this
week," he told London’s Talk
Radio."We want to explore every
avenue tier a solution."
In Washington, White House
press secretary Mike McCurry
said the United States wants to
make sure that Annan goes to
Iraq "with very clear instructions" from the Security Council.
repeated demands that t7. N.
inspectors have. access tee sites
throughout Iraq, including those
that have been declared (dr-limits by the government.
"We want to make clear that
he has a very unambiguous message tee deliver," McCurry said.
At the center of the crisis are
eight presidential compounds

that Iraq has put off-limits tee
1’ N. weapons inspectors, saying
they are symbols of national sovere .ignty.
The inspectors want access to
the’ sites as part of their mission
to oversee the elimination of
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction, a requirement before crippling sanctions imposed on Iraq
tier the. 1990 invasion of Kuwait
can be lifted.
Iraq has been rallying the
support of its Arab neighbors to
thwart the building of a coalition
similar to the. (ewe led by the
United States in the 1991
Persian Gulf War
Bahrain part of the Gulf
War coalition said today it
will not allow the. United States
tee use the. island as a staging
area fier any air strike on Iraq.
Thus far, Washington has
only been able to get a firm
pledge from Kuwait tee allow its
territory be used in case of a
flare-up of hostilities in the
Persian Gulf
AP wire services contributed
to this report.

Department gift totals $500,000;
creative writing program targeted
By Suzanne Ferrante
Scat! WI :tee

A $500,000 entlinvinent fund
has been established by San
Jose State ITniversity alumna
Connie Lurie and her husband
Robert to support an Author-in Residence program through the.
Department of English.
"A lifidime love of’ reading is
what preempted us to select the
English Department, and Dean
Crane was very interested and
pe.rsuasive. about having an
Author-in -Residence program,"
Lurie said.
The grant will enable S.ISU tee
invite. nationally and internationally known authors tee write’,
teach and speak on campus for a
semester or fin. the. academic
year. Next spring, the "Lurie.
Professor" will also give at least
one, public reading, lecture. or colloquium, which will be printed
in a limited signed edition by the.
Center for Literary Arts.
"President C’are’t is a dymanic
leader with energy and vision,"
Lurk. said. "We felt that the time.
was right to make a bigger contribution to show support for
what he’ is doing on campus. By
giving a financial gift tee San
Jose State., it is a vviey of saying

’thank you’ to all of the wonderful te’ache’rs that were. there for
me. and are. now there her the.
students today."
Vice. President of University
Advancement, Janet Redding,
worked with Jack Crane, dean of
the College of Humanities and
the. Arts, in writing up the proposal tee build a strong Creative.
Writing Program.
Redding said that thee
Creative Writing Program needs
a strong core with visiting
authors who spend most of their
time writing either plays, poems
or novels.
Jack Haeger, who chairs thee
English department, said that
thee Lurie. Professor has not been
chosen yet.
The. Lurie. Professor will be.
chosen from nominations submitted tee i committee of English
faculty members along with an
approval tel Dean Crane..
’The Creative. Writing faculty
will decide this spring or next
fall. It won’t begin until next
year," Haeger said. "We are all
very upbeat and quite. happy to
be. recognized."
Redding said that the Luries
are. thee same family that owned
the San Francisco Giants from
1978 tee 1993.
"They COM(’ fr0111 a flintily of

Luries, who have had a history
of being philanthropic," Redding
said. "Families tend tee pass that
tradition along."
The 1964 graduate and her
husband began contributing
money tee SJSU about 15 years
ago.
They have been involved in
supporting the College of
Science’ with individual scholarships (Lurie Scholars) and the
Achievement Reward for College
Scientists (ARCS scholars).
Funds were also given to the
Athletic department during the
1980s tier thee Sparta Walk tier
Women and when they brought
thee Giants down to play against
the. SJSU baseball team.
The. Luries have. also contributed to the Heritage
Gateway Campaign, the privately funded project tee build eight
gateways or arches around the
perimeter of the campus.
Lurie, who majored in psychology and elementary education, is an active member eel the
President’s Advisory Board and
also serves on other business
and community boards including for profit and non-profit
organizations.
"We look forward tee attending
the lecture’s tend programs,"
Lurie said.

Vorst: Alumnus opens business
Continued from page 1
a reputation ius a top research institution.
Serena Stantbrd, ass(iciate vice president of
graduate studies, said the association includes
Stanford University, California Institute of
Technology, all branches (el the University of
California, the University of Alberta, the
Iiniversity (el Calgary and the Universit.y of
Alaska.
"Niel only does this speak strongly about the.
quality tel our faculty and students, it also
enhances the. level of distinction that has been
bestowed upon the. university," Selter said.

Elizabeth Feetham, secretary-treasurer of
the association, said only candidate’s from
schools that don’t offbr doctorate programs are.
considered for thee awar(h.
Both Selter and Oberdortier said Vorst’s thesis could provide’ helpful information for personnel cleaning up hazardous waste. sites or trying
to divert trichloroethylene from ground water.
Vorst said he has opened his own environmental consulting business since receiving his
master’s degree from SJSU.
Vorst received his bachelor’s degree in geology from SJSI 1 in 1986 and his master’s degree
in 1996.

Bay Area’s gas highest priced in nation
Trick question. If
N FRANCISCO AI’
worth $17.92
cr burns .1 tankful d
to drive from Los Angeles t, San Francisco, how
flinch will it cost to drive. back.’
The illl‘eWIT is $21.92, and no, it’s not because.
the. trip is Ili:hill all the way.
Filling up your gas tank in San Francisco will
cost you $1 37 a gallon, compared to an average
$1 12 in Los .Angeles. and the. explanation makes
few San Francisco Bay ire drivers happy.
With gas prices at the lowest levels since May
1994 -- averaging $1.05 across the country -- Bay
Area drivers are still paying :30 percent more for
their fuel, according to the California State
Automobile Association.
"There are many ditkrent factors why you pay
more tier gas," said Alan Kovski of the. Oil Daily, a
petroleum industry newsletter in Washington,
D.C. "State. taxes (in California) are. higher on
average. than elsewhere in the. U.S.. and you have.
reformulated gasoline, which adds about 8 cents a
gallon. And there are. other factors, less tangible."
Kovski said, is the. fact that while.
Arming the
Califiernia is big, it is nowhere. near the. size’ of "the
integrated market that gee’s from the eastern edge.
of the’ Rockies to New York City. That larger area
has more, supply and more competition, and these
are. the. things that drive price’s down."
For many of the. same. competitive reasons,
motorists in Southern California pay less than drivers in Northern California. There are more. gas

stations per squaredown south, real estate is
cheaper and available sites for gas stations are
more plentiful.
"Traditionally, the argument by the gas companies revolves around supply and demand," said
Ken McEldowney, executive director of Consumer
Action, the. San Francisco consumer advocacy
organization. ""I’m very skeptical of that."
McEldowney said one’ reason gas prices in the
Bay Area are’ so high is that "the independent gas
dealers, those ones with the cute. names, have
been driven out of business. They kept the prices
down. Now you have. an incredible concentration
of a handful of national retailers."
Few of these esoteric reasons, valid as they may
be., mean much to the. driver at the gas pump in a
typical Bay Area station on a Sunday morning.
Most drivers simply accept the. price. and reluctantly pay the freight.
"They charge whatever they want to charge,"
accountant Russ Rosensteed said as he filled up
his Acura at a Shell station in San Francisco. "It’s
way too high. I thought the fluctuation in gas
prices used to be driven by the economy. Now
there’s no rhyme. or reason to it."
Not far from him, Texas attorney Ray Hill, filling up his rented Ford Taurus, watched the dollar
signs spinning upward on the gas pump and said
simply, "I’ll be glad to be back in the land of 99cent gas."
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Distinguished Master’s Thesis Award from the
Western Association of Graduate Schools. He will
receive the award and $500 at the association’s
March meeting in Salt Lake City.

SJSU alumnus Richard Vorst performed many
ground-water tests in rivers such as this one, the
Guadalupe River, while writing his master’s thesis. Vorst’s thesis recently received the

u
EARTHLINK NETWORK, ONE OF THE LARGEST INTERNET SERVICE
PROVIDERS IN THE WORLD IS LOOKING FOR PART-TIME SALESPEOPLE
IN THE SILICON VALLEY AREA. IF YOU ARE COMPUTER SAVVY AND
HAVE AN OUTGOING PERSONALITY, WE WANT YOU NOW :-)

FLEXIBLE "WORK -AROUND -SCHOOL" HOURS
$8.00 PER HOUR PLUS

IT CAN KILL YOU IF YOU
DON’T RECOGNIZE IT.

I’d/1111111i

(YES, PLUS) COMMISSIONS

mad

The Spartan Daily Sports
Department wants your letters.
Your comments about SJSU
teams, coaches or articles in the
Daily are welcome. Follow the
Spartan Daily’s opinion policies
on Page 2 and address your letter to Sports Editor

If you are interested in this fun
and exciting lob. please call
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Pioneers blaze home run trail on Spartans
enth, making the score 8-4.
In the bottom of the ninth,
Brian Forman singled and stole
second base, advancing to third
on an error on the throw from
the Pioneer catcher. James
grounded out to third, scoring
By Aaron Williams
Forman. Casey Chesier struck
Sports Editor
out for the second out. Jon
Lauderdale was hit by the
Hayward pitcher, Chris Dazzi,
Two three-run "Butterfinger"
who then walked Rob Douglass.
home runs and the ability to
Kyle Richardson then singled to
wiggle out of a jam were all the
center scoring Lauderdale
Pioneers needed.
making the score 8-6. Todd
Cal State Hayward first LL
Duncan then grounded into a
baseman Travis Hoechlin
6-3 fielder’s choice to end the
the third batter of the game
more
had
just
They
threat and the game.
took a pitch from San Jose
"We expected them (SJSU)
State University pitcher Ryan passion today. It
to play hard for nine innings,"
McDermott and launched it
more
meant
it
seemed
Hayward coach Dirk Morrison
over the fence. The ball sailed
said. "We tried to distance ourover the Butterfinger candy to them than it did to
selves (early). Pitching ahead
sign in left-centerfield for the
was big, we just pitched right
first three-run blast of the day US.
their
8-6
for the Pioneers in
- Sam Piraro at them."
Hoechlin said the early lead
win over the Spartans.
SJSU baseball coach
was a big boost for the
"I was trying to stay aggresmm Pioneers.
sive," Hoechlin said of his Earl
"Playing a bigger school can
Weaver special. "He hung a
77
be intimidating," Hoechlin
curveball and I jumped on it."
Paul said. "Jumping ahead early gave
So did Art Diaz.
leftfielder
Hayward
Hoechlin, who went 4-for-5 Lodestein made an ESPN us the confidence we needed."
Piraro was disappointed with
with three RBI’s and three runs SportsCenter-type catch that
scored, singled to start off the robbed him of an extra base hit the loss, but put it into perspecHayward six, followed by a Ray and SJSU of a chance to pull tive saying at least they had a
chance to play and give some of
Marroquin single, setting the even or go ahead.
table for Diaz. He took a pitch
"They just had more passion their young arms a chance to
from SJSU relief pitcher Chris today," SJSU coach Sam Piraro experience "baptism by fire."
"They (Hayward) probably
Sherman, and sent it sailing in said. "It seemed like it meant
talked about needing to get off to
almost the same spot as more to them than it did to us."
Hoechlin’s first inning bomb.
He pointed to the Hoechlin a good start," Piraro said. "We
The second homer and a sec- home run as to what kind of day had our chances."
SJSU was supposed to play
ond inning RBI single by Jason it was for SJSU.
Brooks gave Hayward all eight
"Their good start put us in a the University of San Francisco,
runs it would need to hold off defensive mode," he said, adding but "Lake USF" the Don’s
SJSU.
"I felt we could have been hun- field forced the cancellation
of the game. Hayward was a
Before Diaz went yard, the grier."
Spartans had managed to chip
The Spartans loss wasn’t for midday addition to the schedule.
The Spartans arc. scheduled
away at the Pioneers lead. They lack of trying, however. After
tallied single runs in the second, Hayward completed its scoring to play IT Davis today at 3 p.m.
fourth and fifth innings, but the Spartans started chipping at Municipal Stadium, weather
permitting.
again.
couldn’t seem to get the key hit into the Pioneer lead
to keep the rallies going.
SJSU got an RBI single from
"We just couldn’t put hits James in the bottom of the sev-

Hayward long ball
proves too much for
SJSU to overcome

together in crucial situations,"
SJSU second baseman Tony
James said.
From the fourth through the
ninth inning, the Spartans had
men on base. Each of these
innings they had someone in
scoring position a runner on
either second or third base
but couldn’t find a way to score
in bunches. James, had three
RBI’s on the day including a sacrifice fly in the fifth, when

Brian Prince/ Spartan Daily

SJSU Designated Hitter, Rob Douglass, allows a bad pitch to pass by him as the Cal State Hayward
catcher Ray Marroquin tries to not let the ball get past him.
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U.S. women take hockey gold
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Female hockey nets
’Miracle On Ice’ II
NAGANO. Japan (AP) After taking
America’s first Olympic hockey title
since 1980’s "Miracle On Ice," the champions donned their gold medals and
clutched their flowers.
Flowers?
The U.S. women’s team, with an emotional 3-1 victory over arch-rival
Canada, captured the first Olympic
hockey gold for women a hard-fought
victory that brought smiles, tears, hugs,
handholding and a group rendition of
the national anthem.
"Let’s get this party started!" shouted
U.S. defenseman Colleen Coyne before
disappearing into the arms of her teammates after the victory was sealed.
It was the second time in four days
that the Americans had knocked off their
northern neighbors, and the victory was
in doubt until the end: an empty-net goal
by Sandra Whyte with 8 seconds left.
The Canadians, after taking the silver, were less than pleased. Captain
Stacy Wilson, her medal around her
neck, put it this way: When you see it’s
silver, it kind of kicks your butt."
Finland captured the bronze medal by
knocking off China 4-1.
After a busy Tuesday with six medals,
bolstered by their medal
the Germans
sweep in the women’s combined
topped the medals chart with 22 (7 gold,
8 silver, 7 bronze).

RI LIN

.V.tr 1.11) huh

Sara DeCosta, USA Women’s Hockey Team goaltender,
anticipates a shot in an exhibition game played against
Canada at the San Jose Arena in January. USA won the
gold medal in Nagano Monday night (Japan time) against
the Canadian team.

MEN’S HOCKEY
The Olympics are over for Ulf Samuels.con. though
his Swedish teammates play on. Samuelss m’s appeal
of his ejection from the games was rejected Tuesday.
The NHL defeaseman holds a U.S. passport, which
overrides his Swedish citizenship.
No penalties were assessed against his team.
"You can be the nicest man you want," said
Francois Carrard, director general of the

International Olympic. Committee. "If you’re not a
citizen of the country’ you represent, you cannot
participate in the games"
The single-eliminatnin quarterfinals begin
Wednesday. The in
the United States il2 i against the Czech lit public i 2-li, t he u ndefrateel Canadians, the team to beat, against
Kazakstan (0-31; Russui 13-1h against Belarus 031; and defending gold medalist Sweden (2-1)
against Finland i 1-2).

At a dead run, it can gauge the eact instant to backhand a tennis hall tra\ cling 95
miles an hour for a baseline 06 inner Calculate h om. electrons m o\ e in a cr\ stal.
Compose sy m plum
en mug; ,t it) a VCR.
It’s sour brain.
Incredibl.) malleable. Intinitel

and Jackson will be free igents
at the end of this season.
Smith, in the final year of In
$8.53 million, three-year deal.
was Golden State’s second leading scorer behind the suspended
Litre!! Sprewell. He was averaging 17.3 points - down from
18.7 last season
and 6 9
rebounds.
Jackson, the fourth pick in the
1993 draft by the Dallas
Mavericks, was traded for the
third time in his career Dallas
traded him to New Jersey, which
sent him to the Sixers in the
1997 draft .day deal in which the
Nets got the rights to No 2 pick

Keith Van Horn
A powerfully built shooting
guard. Jackson’s
)ring average
has declined every season since a
career high 25 7 with Dallas in
1994 95 Ile is, is averaging a
career low 13 7 pont, for the
Sitters, who announced the deal
about an hour befirre tipping off
against Cleveland on Tuesday
night
"We’re definitely going to nuss
Jou," f.oriner team miite Donyell
Marshall said beflire Tuesday
night’s game against Portland
"We knew something was in the
works for a while
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Mr. (Joe) Smith goes to Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (A1’) The
Golden State Warriors, fearful of
losing Joe Smith as a free agent
after the season, traded the 1995
overall No. 1 draft pick to the
Philadelphia 76ers on Tuesday
in a four-player deal.
Guard Jim Jackson and forward Clarence Weatherspoon
were sent to the Warriors, who
also shipped guard Brian Shaw
to the 76ers.
"We had a chance to get a guy
who was the No. 1 pick in the
draft," Slicers coach Larry Brown
said. "I don’t see any downside in
this."
Smith, a 6 -foot-10 forward,
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Internet oddities Thar she ’blows’
bemuse, amuse
By James S
AS AIIILTICallS Wt. ari: bit’SSed
wit h a special attribute,
obsession with the inane.
There is a certain pleasure’
many of us find in swapping
stories :Wont bodily functions,
dumb jokes iind tales of general disgust. The Internet has
taken this common bond to the
maybe even a few
next level
steps beyond -- and shared it
with the rest of the world. submitted by the over 5,000
That’s what America is all visitors tee their page. I hope
about isn’t it? Take a shallow, this couple enjoys explaining tee
inane idea fier enough and it Daniel that he was actually
just named after toothlessperbecomes entertainment
vert0 aol.com.
ask the people. at the, WB.
But I digress .. being interThe vomitorium
ested in what the folks at Yahoo
From the baby name fiasco I
www.Yahoo.com I thought
was "cool," I decided to follow fecund my way int() the vomitotheir hyperlink to "What’s rium at www.ourworld.comCool" on the. web. Well, one of puserve.comlhomepagesIgre
the first categories tee come up urranfromitum.htm. This litwas "disturbing trends." With tle nugget is the. epitome of
the same inherent curiosity I shallowness and exemplifies
have with car accidents and the lengths people. will go to
freak shows, I was up for slime display their collections of the
disturbingly "cool" action. What inane. This creative fi.11ow has
I found was indeed disturbing quite impressively displayed
his collection of 125 airsickness
-- but only semicool.
bags with thumbnail photos.
The name game
He also includes a trading post
Among such categories as and directions on how-to use
"Virtual Cow Tipping," -Elvis links to other barfbag collect( irs.
Worship" and "Sell Your Soul,"
Dinner is served
what ended up being the most
Enter the cult if "Ate, my
disturbing was "Requests for
Baby Names." Here I was dis- balls." No, this in not hard-core
turbed to find there are couples Internet porn. It’s the culminaout there who are either too tion of sophomoric boredom
wishy-washy, too computer and rudimentary web page
obsessed or equate the naming building. Basically, what we
of their child to the novelty of a have is a few hundred pages
whoopee cushion. That espe- titled "" " ate my balls.is who ever you want it
cially applies to the hopeful "’
young dolts that posted their to be. The content of the pages
www.strato. are simply a few still images of
at
page,
net/-bhpetersl. If you really whoever is doing the eating
want stranger’s input on nam- and comic speak bubble’s. For
ing a kid, let them submit their instance, the bubbled monoown ideas. Don’t reduce their logue, on the Mr. T Ate My Balls
choice’s to six mediocre girl’s page at www.cen.uilic.edulnames and six lame -ass boy’s nkpatelmrtlindex.htm mids
names Besides, if’ the name like this. "Gimmie those damn
"Cody" is on both the boy’s and balls sucka." That’s about all
girls list this couple has prob- there is tie it. Just good old finger-poking -out -of-your-fly
lems beyond naming a child
hummer.
taste and originality namely,
If you’re interested in seeing
of you
Hc ewever. for the
who don’t respect your unborn who’s ball hungry on the net
children enough to name them you can get links tee all of them
yourself, there is a page for you at www.mrennetImrzebralat
in the. "disturbing trends" myballs. The viewing pleasure’
region of Yahoo. It seems the of these pages falls flat after
couple who posted their i.age at about three of them. If you
homel.gte.netldokkenIname must bare witness, "Barney ate
baby.htm has already given my balls II" at www.prism
birth tee little Daniel Riley. .gateeh.edul-gt943
These folks have been kind ney.htm is a good one tee start
with.
,!,,c.di tee leave. all the names
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In the city of Pinole Tuesday morning, a utility crew ruptured a six-inch natural gas line that caused a powerful explosion. The blast
ripped through a two-story structure that housed a thrift store and government offices. Four people were injured due to flying debris
from the explosion.

Fraternal twins born nearly eight years apart
LOS ANGELES API A
woman who forgot about an
embryo she had frozen se venand-a-half years ago gave birth
to a healthy baby boy from that
embryo in what (Lectors called
I 11(11 .Si neWIN
one of the we
The fraternal twin was (Icily end by Caesarean section at
1:07 p.m Monday ;it EncinoMedical
Regional
Tarzana
Center Ile weighed s pounds. 15
ounces ;end was 21 inches long,
hospital spokeswoman Kara
Welter said.
The. infant and mother were
in good condition today.
The. parents all’ fnala the. San
Fernando Valley but the names
(el the child. his 44 -year-old
mother and 54 -year-old father
were withheld to protect their
privacy, the hospital said.
The. embryo was frozen in
1989 afte’r the couple underwent
infe’rtilctt reatment at a diffi,r-

pelt facility. The parents, who
had a boy from the. 1989 treatment, didn’t know there were
leftover frozen embryos from
that procedure.
Last year, tee their surprise.,
the couple received a letter from
a laboratory asking what should
bp done with the’ embryos. They
were III a freezer at California
I lospital in the’ downtown area.
They decided to have another
child, and doctors implanted the
embryo in the. mother.
And since. the’ newborn was
conceived on the. same. day but is
from a difftrent egg, he. is actually a twin, said the couple’s infi.rtility specialist Dr. Michael
Vermesh.
"They are fraternal twins,
born almost eight years apart,"
Vermesh said.
Vermesh, who perfiermed the
in -vitro ftrtilization that created
the’ embryo, said the parents

understood the. risks involved in
implanting an embryo frozen tier
so many years.
They are a very intelligent
couple. They understand the
risks. They understand the situation very well," said Vermesh,
head of the. Center her Human
Reproduction in Tarzana. "They
understand that despite all the
testing that we pe’rforme’d during the pregnancy, there. is no
complete assurance of the. complete well-being of the baby until
the baby is born."
Sonya Forster, a spokeswoman for the Centers for
in
Reproduction
Human
Chicago, a national chain of
infertility centers, said a search
of medical literature indicated
that the baby was a product of
the oldest-known frozen embryo.
Welter said doctors told her
that if tan older frozen embryo
has been successfully implanted,

"no eerie. has published any studHOWINer. upon news of the
latest birth. the. Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Hospital
in
announced that a baby born
there in December was from an
embryo that had been frozen
about !bur months longer than
the’ boy in Tarzana.
Dr. Alan DeCherney, chief of
obstetrics and gynecology at
University of California, Los
Angeles, noted that the’ Tarzana
birth wasn’t a medical breakthrough.
"It’s no big deal," said
DeCherney, who edits the journal eel the. American Society for
Reproductive Medicine. Frozen
human embryos have. been used
successfully to bring about pregnancies since 1984, he said.
The. length of time. an embryo
is in the freezer matters little.,
DeCherney said.

Research questions effectiveness of sunscreen in skin cancer prevention
PHILADELPHIA I Al’) A provocative presentation ct a science conf’e’rence, Tuesday questioned
the widely held belief theit sunscreens lower the
risk of deadly melanoma skin cancer, but specialists still caution against going into the sunshine
without these lotions.
Sunscreens prevent sunburns, and since there
is evidence that frequent burns, especially at an
early age.. trigger melanoma, many experts assume
that using them should help ward off this cancer.
However, melanoma cases have risen dramatically over the last 25 years e’ve’n as sunscreen use.

(.; ewer now
became more cornmeal The’
strike’s about 42,000 Americans a year.
Dr. Marianne. Berwick, an epidenuolor;Ht at
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York City, said her own study, as well ;is a review
of other research, offers no convincing evidence
that using sunscreens keeps people from getting
melanoma.
"It’s not safe to rely on sunscreen." she said.
Ten studies have. looked itt the. question, she’
said at the. American Association for the
Advancement of Science. meeting. Three of them,

Drew Barrymore cleans up, fesses up
NEV’ YORK (AP) If you
heve, Drew Barrymore. the. 23,ie role] actress hasn’t exactly
matured into a knockout screen
goddess.
"Nly God, no’ Look ;it me," she.
Insists, turning her gaze downward "Look at this. That’s not
sexy’ I’m, like’, such a gee+. I’m
met one eel’ the. hip people. "Ah,
who needs the. hipsters. anyway?
the
These. days. Barrymore
fiermer child star turned hell raiser -- doesn’t need to fit in.
She’s the, very definition of post rehab. Ire ,shly scrubbed cool.
Barrymort. was a once notorious party -hearty vixen who
closed her share of bars and
flashed her breasts at David
Letterman Then then. were her
early struggle’s with drugs and
alcohol that are. the. stuff of
Hollywood nightmare’s: drunk by
age. 9, a coke. casualty at 13 and
a recovering addict at 14. By 19,
she was married, quickly
divorced and a Playboy pinup.
Things seemed to have’ tumbled completely out of control for
the
actress
once dubbed
America’s Sweetheart following
her debut role. as the wide-eyed
Gertie in "E.T. The Extra Terrestrial As if to demonstrate that child
stars don’t necessarily have to
end up in a drug-hazed coma,

Barrymon. has recently emerged
from her dark teen-age years as
a vibrant and approachable
young woman ... and hardly a geek.
"There’s a great lightness to
her. And yet she. also has a lot eel
wisdom, especially for a young
girl," Frank Coraci, director of
"The Wedding Singer," says.
And now, with three new,
upbeat films and a maturity
beyond her years, the. gushy,
charming Barrymore is finally
the. kind of girl you can bring
home tie Mother.
"I feel as old as the. Stone Age.,"
she. says, laughing hard. "My
past is such a great part of my
life.. but I like tee live. in the now.
It’s really just been a natural
evolution. I keep trying to find
my way."
After her embarrassing and
much publicized battle’s with
addiction and a painful year of
institutionalization,directors
more or less laughed when her
name. came up.
"One thing that really
bummed me out big-time was
that on a professional level people thought I would be problematic," she says. "That was so hard
for me because I’m such a stickler for professionalism. I don’t
tolerate any ... ego or lateness.
Never in my life. have’ I had a
pre eblem on a set."

Now, she stars as the. girl next-door with Adam Sandler in
the romantic comedy "The.
Wedding Singer." "I firmly
believe after watching her work
that she. can do anything that
she wants," Allen Court, who costars in "The. Wedding Singer,"
says. "She. has nee fear."
"I feel great." Barrymore says.
beaming. "I feel see unscrewed
up. I always tilt like. I was on
this hamster wheel, thinking.
’I’ve got to do this; and, ’I’ve got
tee do that.’ Now, I’m still (en that
hamster wheel but my priorities
have changed."
These. days, Barry/mon. is a
spokeswoman tier the Female.
Health Foundation, an organization that educates young children about sexually transmitted
diseases and unwanted pregnancies. She. also volunteers her
Waystation.
time to the
a California animal sanctuary
Growing up in the. Hollywood
fishbowl has slowly tempered
those youthful and recklf.ss
nights of bra -tossing, vodka soaked revelry, she. says.
"You have tee be smart about
it. You have to think, ’OK, I can’t
do that. I don’t get to gee and have.
fun with people because I will be.
publicly judged and depicted and
criticized her that ’ And that
bites," she says

including her own, found no link between sunscreens and melanoma risk. Twee suggested that
sunscreens seem to prevent melanoma.
The. five. others found that melanoma risk actually increased among sunscreen users probably
because people who use them most are already at
highest risk because of light complexions.
Several dermatologists strongly disagreed with
Berwick’s report.
Until there is clear proof that sunscreens are
ineffective, "it would be irresponsible to discontinue all recommendations about using sunscreens,"

said Dr. Darrell Rigel ol Nice York llniversity
Melanoma may take, 20 years or more to develop after excessive sun exposure. Some doctors
argue that it is simply too soon to prove that sunscreens are helping, since. No. 15 and stronger sunscreens have only lx*en in wide. use sina. the. mid 1980s.
"If you asked 100 dermatologists, 95 would say
sunscreen protects against melanoma," Dr. Jouni
Uitto of Thomas detli.rsoil l’IliVVrtiity said.
Still, these doctors cautioned against using sunscreen as an excuse to bake. in the. sun.

$5500 in Scholarships!!
The College of Applied Sciences and Arts
Alumni Association
is accepting applications for its
1997-1998 scholarship program.
Eleven scholiirships, $500 each, will be pu.sented at the Dean’s
awards reception on May 4, 1998.
Requirements for consideration:
Mininann C;PA of 3.0 within your major,
Not ley graduating in Spring 1998
Majoring in:

at

SJSU,

and overall

Administration of justice. Aviation. limit!, .Science.
I lospitality Management, Human Perform, cnce. Journalism X.
Mass Communications. :Cursing, Nutrition & Food
Sr temp, 0« upational I lieu ales% Rec
Xi
Studies eel Irldfistri.+1
Leisure ,Stinlies.
"le( Imolor:

Application deadline: March 2, 1998
For more information call the Colhwe of Applied
Sciences and Arts at (408) 924 2900 or pick op
an application in your department office.
Http /’www

siso edudepts/casaischolarship
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Reality Check BY DAVID WHAMOND

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Sport oon s
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OKAY, YOU PUT 1146 10W. 50 INTO
TI-16 ou.RISfRvOiR...POuR IT SLOWLYREPLACE 11-ft DIPSTICK...

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clakn for products or
services advertised below We is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified coiumns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and calming’ ant not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
is searching for a motivated
individual actively pursuing a
degree in either Human Resource
Management, Industnal Organization or General Business for a
paid internship (512.$15/hr.) for
a 3.6 month period. This person
should preferably be starting their
Junior year or mgher within
the above presc. wed studies.
Avail M F. evenings. FAX/SEND
RESUME: 408 744.7937: 1245
Harnmerwood Ct., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. Attn: H/R Dept.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay Ofi after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 408.286-5880 crAzzly perscn
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Mendian Ave. Si.
CLERICAL ASST. - WORK STUDY
2 jobs. $7/hr. Flex hours. M -F
mornings and T & Th afternoons.
Gen office, phones, filing, computer
data input, work w/students &
faculty. Call Carol 924-3242.

SANDWICH MAKERS
SLICER
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
Flex hours. FT/PT, No expenence
nee Will train. Competitive wages.
Advancement potential. Earn
while you learn. Apply in person.
Los Gatos Blvd. x Blossom Hill Rd.
TOGO’S
794 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos. CA.
EMPIRE LUMBER COMPANY.
Immediate FT/PT yard & cashier
positions. Please call 287-0234 or
inquire at 1260 E. Santa Clara St
BOOKKEEPER for email company.
Accounting & MIS. P/T flex hrs.
20-30 hrs. $10/hr to start.
Peachtree, computer & comm
skills a plus! Fax 283-0600.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT. afternoon’s Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Experience
working w/dogs pref. but will train.
Great opportunity for dog lover!
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover
letter to: 408/377-0109 or call
408/371-9115.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen.
corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with "at risk"
youth for year-long positions. High
School diploma required 8) ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Ful/Pan time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.

PROGRAMMERS, WILL TRAIN.
FT/PT, Delphi. Paradox, Access.
Competitive compensation. Send
resume, fax: 408 448-3200 or
email. info@wdatatec.com

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have dean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!

MOBILE DJ COMPANY Must be
able to work Fn & Sat Have own car.
Outgoing, personable & responsible.
Interested in various music types.
Will train. Starting pay $15/hour.
mileage. Call 4882717.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

ENGINEER
Nationwide Construction
Engineering firm seeking entry
level engineer. Please send
resume to: SDI. Attn: Sally.
500 Phelan Ave. San Jose, CA
95112. No calls please.
LAW OFFICE NEEDS COURIER,
we supply gas . car. Must have
valid driver’s license. Part time
$7.00 per hour. Call 244-4200,
TEACHERS FOR PT Atterschool
science club iK 6th grade).
Science and education majors are
encouraged to apply. $15 hr
28 hours per week Please- call
1800.2139796.
PART-TIME OFFICE HELP. Part
time position at Medical office.
Office/filing duties. Flex hours.
Call 408/729.1881.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
dropin childcare centers for 2 12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY
Seeks HTML 8, Java Programmers
No expenence nec but knowledge
of HTML and indepth knowledge
of C a plus. Flex schedule. 10 20
hrs/week. Rates. $12. but neg
based on skill & exp. Resumes to
alli@imservice.com or fax to 650
3284350. Prefer CS moor/minor
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work. shipping & receival:
Team player mentality a must
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to
408/370.5743.
STUDENT &As PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic gel. $12. /hour. more
for experience. Paid training. Part
time afternoons & weekends
Please call 408/946.8211.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves, Con
cessionaires. Firefighters & m -in’
Competitive wages . benefit..
Ask us how! 517 324 3110 en
880411.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike, 261 1323.
CRUISE SRN & LAND TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel
Ask us howl 517 324 3090 ext
C60411
II EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month’
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
One. St udent s /Grads /Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
14350-324-1900. M F. 84:30

TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
SECURITY
Small World Schools has PartFull and Part Time Positions
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Graves. Swings and Weekends
p.m., permanent and summer
Low key job sites
positions available. Units in CD,
Will train
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
Abeam Pnvate Security
If you are interested in working
408-247-4827
with a high quality child care
company call 408-379-3200 aZL DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
OPERATOR FOR SMALL growing driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
fat) to work in cleanroom environ- Clean DMV. No Criminal Record.
ment in Mtn View. WII train. Looking No exper. nec. Training provided.
for meticulous, conscientious learn Custom hours ptfit. Good pay.
player. FT/PT swing shift. Growth 999 W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
opportunity. Fax: 650-988-1739. www.deluxedriving.com
strataglas@aol.com.
VALET PARKING - Local company
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED. looking for people. Flexible
K through 12th grades. Mon-Fri, schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
3pm-8pm. $10-$15/hour. Call $15 per hour. 867.7275.
408/255-5247.
HOST - FRIENDLY, ENERGETIC
RLE CLERK WANTED -Acct. Dept. positive people looking for part810 hours per week. flexible. time or full-time host position, at
Please fax resume to 297-6000, busy restaurant. Please apply
Attention: Adma.
Mon. -Fn. 2pm-4pm, in person.
Bella Ma, 58 South First St. San
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school Jose, CA 95113.
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
afternoon. No ECE units are JOB #98-003
required. Previous experience with $2669- 53737/mo.
children preferred. Please contact Support computer labs for innovative Multimedia Master’s & MultiCathy at 2441968 x16.
media Certificate Programs.
NOW LS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB Resolve tech. problems & assist
for the New Year. Teleservices in developing creative solutions.
Bureau needs outgoing personali- REQ: Knowledge of Mac & PC incl.
ties with great voices for nation- System 7.5, Win95 8, NT. Familiar
wide projects. Flex hours. Music. with networking. web design, user
Performing Arts. and Sales/Mar- support & current multimedia
keting majors are encouraged to applications. Knowledge of media
apply. Call Mana ASAP, 360-1370 peripherals, 4 year degree related
area & multimedia experience,
to see if you qualify.
Apply by 2/13/98 to Cal State
Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542 or
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Call 510/885-3634 for app. More
Receptionist, Office Clerk
info at www.csuhayyvard.edu
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/942-6866
FUNDRAISING
or fax to 408/9428260
Electronic Staffing Services, EOE
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Fundraising opportunities
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
available. No financial obligation.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
Great for clubs.
For more information call
PSYCHOLOGY TUTOR NEEDED.
(888) 51.A Plus ext. 51.
Please contact Mehra at this
number: 408/866-6232.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips.
Students needed In the immediate
asa. Full-time/pan-time openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933. ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
International Bartenders School. PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look are also available that offer flexiing for daycare staff person. ble hours. ECE units preferred but
Hours 2:30pm-6,30pm. Working not required. Please contact
with elementary aged children. Cathy at 244 1968 .16.
408/7235140.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
P/T Elementary Schools.
Fishing industry. Excellent earn- Degree cr Credential NOT Required.
ings & benefits potential. All major Opportunity fcr Teachrg Expenence.
employers. Ask us how! 517 324Need Car
3115 ext A60411
Voce
(4C81287 417084.408
E5/ME
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
for USMC OCS and flight training. TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assis- sell discount subcriptions to Bay
tance available. Must be F/T Area newspapers, Auto dialers
student or possess BA, BS, Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
US citizen. under 28 years (rld. near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408-971 3791. Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494 0200.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
6.50 locations. FIT, P/T, flex
Women ages 21 29, healthy,
dale hours. Call 295 3964.
responsible, all nationalities.
Ask for Ophelia.
Give the gift of life!
53.000 stipend & expenses paid.
POSTAL EXAM INFO
Bonus for Chinese &Japanese ctricis.
Call 1800-626-661819390,
PLEASE CALI WWFC
Barn 9pm 7 days
800-314-9996

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL. PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 655-3225,

SCHOLARSHIPS
AN ASTOUNDING UST
of Grants and Schoiarships
Call 8889004731
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

FAX: 408-924-3282

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

RENTAL HOUSING

EVENTS

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

TAXPREPARATION487-3203
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening- Weekend
ComputenzedUcensedEionded

SZU AIWA 3 & 2 BD 2 FIAL BATHS
up to easrar 1100 sq.& W & 0 area.
W&G paid, underground parking
available. 529 South 10th Street.
$975-$1175/mo. 408/378-1409

EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
*Have questions’,
*Curious?
*Need a study break?
"Make friends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday. 5:30-7:00pm
Student Union. Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11. 4/8 Montalvo Rm)
’ Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408-293-2401. ABLange@aolcom
http://merribers.ad.ocm/EpiCornmS1

WRITING HELP. Fast professional 2 BORK APARTMENT- $950/MO’
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. Secunty type building
Essays, letters, application Secure Parking
statements, proposals, reports,
Close In
etc. For more info, please call
Modem Building
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. Laundry Room
MEN & WOMEN
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall Village Apartments
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
576 South Fifth Street
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
14081 295-6893.
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
COMPUTERS ETQ
nently remove your unwanted hair.
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Back - Chest - Lip Bikini - Chin
FOR SALE
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable,
receive 15% discount. First appt. 486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB ample parking. Walk or nob bike to
1/2 pnce if made before 5/30/98. RAM 850 MBHOD 33.6 modem school. Responsive management
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621. E. 6.CD-ROM $200. Allan 2817901.
We take advance deposits to hold
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
an apartment. $99541045/mo.
(408) 379-3500.
Call 288-9157.
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
Free samples. 408/7920323.

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@Pie Book Cafe Center
3483.95 S. Bascom
(408)9788034
Gnostic:AI faths & interdenartraccal
Others say: ’Its always new and vital."
INSTRUCTION
"It supports me in rey lIfe..."
get in contact with the real me."
INSURANCE
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
SHARED HOUSING
experience wholeness."
30 Years Teaching Experience
Suggested Donation’
AUTO INSURANCE
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
EVERGREEN AREA ROOM. cam bath The price you pay for a movie.
Campus Insurance Service
Russian Trained Concert Pianists rm. Near shops & bus $400/mm
Special Student Programs
Professors of Piano
dep &1/3 dbl. 2382626 or 2231692.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
National Teachers Guild Assn.
AUTOS FOR SALE
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
National Suzuki Assn,
FURNISHED BEDROOM - PRIVATE
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
BATH. $500/mo. Incl. utils. No 87 ACURA INTEGRA. Exc cond
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Starting $20/1v.
smoke/drugs. Call 408/2555247. AT. Stereo, 2008 mi. $2,200 obo
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
Call 408-2416662
Day 408/276.3401 Eve: 615-7389,
in Santa Clara for vour
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW
FREE QUOTE
SPORTS/THRILLS
NO HASSLE
TRAVEL
NO OBLIGATION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
accepting students who wish to
There is nothing compared to
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
the exhilaration expenenced by
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE levels welcome: Beginning,
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
IAESTCOAST DEP S $.1/5 R T
Low Down / Monthly Payments
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft
Mexico Canbb $209$249 R T
No Driver Refused
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock, SJSU student owned & operated
HAWAII $119 or’w
Cancelled or Rejected
Fusion. Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Call 415-834-9192
Dui Suspended License
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
1-510-634-7575.
httd. Nanak.airhir:M.org
Accidents .Tickets
Immechate SR Filings
Good Dnver Discount
WORD PROCESSING
Non/Owner Operator
stiam -8pm, Monday -Saturday
CALL. UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Free Phone Quotes
WORD PROCESSING.
*Call Us Now...
ThesesTerm PapersResumes
(408) 241-5400
Group Projects
Alt formats, including WA 4th Ed.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Laser Printer. Experienced,
ROSSWORD
Dependable. Quick Retum.
Almaden/Branham area.
TUTORING
(408)264-4504.
OSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
CALCULUS VIDEOS
A1CRFountain treat
ARE YOU HAVING TROIIBLE
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
5 Bare
LEARNING CALCULUS?
Science & English papers, theses
10 One of the
Don’t fall behind in your class.
ocullinigi DEMI uffili3121
our specialty. Laser printing.
three B’s
Get help now and
WA. Turabian and other formats.
Maigiull igire10101 1301110
14 On the Adriatic
be ahead of the mass.
Resumes, editing, graphics
15 Spry
!AMMO
OUOM
MUM
If you don’t get it the first time
and other services available on
16 Melville novel
GENII i§imoiI4iii121110121111E1
Just Rewind, Rewind, Rewind.
either WordPerfect or Word
17 Roman mad
ow@
00110
SEND for information about your Masterson’s Word Processing.
18 Open to bribes
001:1Ingle GIGIC1021
Calculus Video Tutorial TODAY. Call Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
19 Alaskan r ity
And your 24-HOUR TUTOR
Rawl
0311112121
1312113
Alarm
20
will soon be on its WAY!
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
11101IIRIM
22 Showyd
For more information send a self
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE’’,
.www,,,,,,,,
111010 101310111111
61131111
Tenn papers, thesis. resumes,
iddressd stamped envelope to:
.7.1 I l’urCh
1111131M Elaillierall
group orojects.etc I have a
S-New 0
EMS
MEMO
1245 Marshall Road
typewriter to complete your
., e., earl
Brighton, TN 38011
mplications for err) law seinol. etc
0111M11111C1131110K112 @Ma
010 ,
Will transcnbe your taped
MOOM
MOOM
MMMMM
interviews or research notes
ENGLISH ’TUTOR
!f’41n,
DOM@
=OM
EMOMM
Speaking. Wnting & Editing
Fax Machine Notary Public
MOM
UMOM
MUMMOI
Expenenced with the needs
Call ANNA at 972 4992
of Foreign Students.
-16 I
’ .1,0,1(
Credentialed Teacher & M A
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
,
!
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Call lessica(40819788034.
Papers. Nursing. Group Proiects,
DOWN
Res.six.s At Formats. Specializing
in APA Spelling Grammar.’
AUTOS FOR SALE
awn:, . ,,
Punctuation Editing 24- ye Exp.
.
43 Chem’, al
WP 5 1 HP Laser PAM’S
87 ACURA INTEGRA. Exc cond
compound
AT. Stereo. 200K mi $2,200 ohm PROFF_SSIONAL WORD PROCFSSING,
44 C alenctic abbr
247 2681 f-tanY8pm
Day 408276-3401 Eve. 6157389

Daily

:

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

,
FOR

NtriosAi. / AGENtY

RATES (All.

408-924-3277

,
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Bow down
Eternally
(laze
Type of ranch
E. nrome

tit,

11 I,

’
l

11’1’.

Mr

Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
4 hnes
$6
$e
5 hnes
$7
$9
6 hnes
$10
$a
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines.
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines: $110

$90

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcemerns’
Lost and Found*"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Men!

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcee Slate University
San Jcee. CA 95192-0149
In Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40B) 924-3277

Rectal Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealthBeauty
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment"
Travel
Tutonng"
Word Proansing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Local barbers ’buzz’ through time
By Sharon Parks
Stilt \Xirt

The razors are sharp and the
hot towels are steaming at Ken’s
Hubb Barbershop, The Spartan
Barbershop and Licursi’s Barber
and Styling Shop, all within
walking distance of San Jose
State University.
Ken’s Hubb has a big banner
advertising beer strung across a
wall. while a box on the floor is
full of empty beer cans. Bumper
stickers, tinkle posters, banners
of racing cars and ’60s musk
memorabilia crowd the walls of
his shop.
"Nly hither said I would never
make anything of myself and
took me to the barber to get my
hair cut," said Ken Parker,
standing in his South 10th
Street shop. The barber told him
he should go to barber school.
Ile did and acquired his license
when he was a high school
senior.
Parker did a stint in the service for four years as an electronics technician, carrying his
barber tools to "make a few
bucks on the side."
In the spring of 1963 he first
worked in the shop, buying into
a partnership in1967 and buying
out his partner five years later.
Dressed in shorts, Parker,
known as the "rock ’n’ roll barber," sings to ’60s music on the
radio while cutting hair and
telling stories if his past.
"Fraternity brothers at SJSI’
"My clients are runstly stu- the top is cut to different
gave nie the name ’rock ’n roll
barber’ because of the music I dents, professi irs. policemen and lengths.
"I’ve been coming here about
listen to," Parker said. "I play judges who used to attend San
music from the ’60s because I Jose State University," Annino a p.m- off and on," said Travis
don’t like other music and don’t said. "My clients want good cuts Walter. i teamster. "It’s the best
damn haircut on the planet."
in a traditional setting."
trust any music under 35."
Setting might go a long way,
"Clients enjoy being taken
Parker recalls the changes he
back to the ’40s and ’50s." he but its all in the cut, according
has seen at SJSU.
"When the frat system died said, referring to the music he to barbcrshop patrons.
"I’ve been coming here about
off in the ’70s, the halfway hous- plays from a 1970s bonmbox and
es moved in and things changed. the Norman Rockwell portraits six months," said ’Mik Antonia,
aviation major at
SJSU has become a
SJSU. "It’s convecommuter school."
nient and Frank
Parker said.
gives a good haircut
Current
stuand uses a straight
dents, alumni and
razor around the
families are his
ears."
clients.
The third barber
One of his clients,
shop within walkLemmons.
Loren
ing distance of
barber
attended
SJS1’ belongs to
school with Parker.
third -generation
Lemmons went on
barber Jack Licursi,
to graduate from
whose grandfather
&NU in 1977.
moved his family to
"Ile has been cutSan Jose after the
ting my hair since
1906 San Francisco
he became a barearthquake
and
ber," Lemmons said.
whose father built
"We’re friends. He
the current shop on
knows by now how I
East Santa Clara
like my hair cut."
Street in 1926.
Another old-time
Licursi said his
neighborhood bar- The exterior of The Spartan Barber shop on South Fourth
ber
is
Frank Street has been a familiar sight to patrons and motorists for shop is the oldest
family-owned barAnnino. owner of over 40 years now.
ber shop in the
Spartan
The
area.
Barbershop on South Fourth that cover the wall.
Amino cuts hair, does shaves
"Before World War II there
Street.
Ile started his business in and trims beards in Ins two 100- were seven barbers working in
the shop." he said. "After the war
1957 after being discharged year-old chairs.
"Staying current with the there wire five barbers . from the U.S. Army where he cut
But Licursi, who got his barhair in the barracks for 35 cents trends of the tinws has enabled
me to compete v. ith other bar- ber’s house in 1941, now works
per head.
alone.
Armin() acquired the shop ber-shops." Annino said
"There really aren’t many
In the ’90s, Armin() said he
more than 40 years ago and
barbers left," he said. "Mnst of
sums up in two words why he remained innovative by giving a lily clients are non but now I’m
has stayed in business: "quality Euro-styli’ cut in which the hair start mg to get women by special
on the sides is cut short while
and atmosphere."
app.tint mint -

The rock ’n’ roll
barber, Ken
Parker, puts the
finishing touches
Oft Eric Centeno’s
haircut. Haircuts
by the rock ’n’ roll
barber are usually
accompanied by
conversation and
sometimes a
song. Parker has
been in business
since the 1960s
and only plays
music from that
era,
l’hinos hi. Cid%

One longtime client is Mark
Cali, a retired attorney and
SJSU alumnus.
"I’ve been a patron for the last
70 years, he said, thinking back
to when his father first brought
him to the shop. "I’m part of the
family. I was in the Boy Scouts
with the Licursi brothers."
The shop plays soft music
from the ’40s. The walls are covered with awards he has won
and pictures of Licursis father
in 1914 in his first shop on

.0111 M.4

.S1).1114111 1),Ilit

Market Street.
There’s another picture of his
father when he later opened a
shop down the street on East
Santa Clara Street and picture’s
of the shop, a few doors down,
that Licursi now operates. Also
on the wall is a newspaper article and picture of him selling
lemonade as a child.
"Barbers are in demand,"
Licursi said. "There are very
few."
Licursi said solo barbers are

ill studentS

common these days.
"I work alone, Frank works
alone and the rock ’n’ roll guy
works alone," Licursi said, referring to the other two local barbers.
"Barbers are the only ones
that can use a razor. You have to
have a license."
He paused for a moment,
thinking about the history of
barbersand added, "They are
also the oldest profession since
prostitution."

Welcomet

Career Explorers
Check out your options
for the future

Job Seekers:
Professional attire and
resumes are not required

Comedian pleads no contest to rape
OMAHA. Neb. (APi A traveling comedian
who has been suspected in a series of rapes on college campuses pleaded no contest today to raping
a I Iniversity of Nebraska at Omaha teacher.
In their only concession in exchange for the
plea, prosecutors agreed to delay Vinson Horace
Champ’s sentencing until his trial is completed in
Lincoln on a charge of raping a woman at Union
College.
Champ’s plea in the UN() rape came as jury
selection began for his trial in Douglas County
District Court. Champ’s attorney, James Martin
Davis, said DNA evidence’ in the case weighed
heavily in his client’s decision to enter a plea.
Davis said his client has a better chance in the
Lincoln case. But if Champ, 36, is convicted in
Lincoln. Davis said he hopes the Douglas County
judge will allow the sentences to run concurrently,
Champ, a former performer on "Star Search,"

also has been charged with raping a wiiman at St.
Ambrose I ’n i ve rs ity in Ihivenport. Iowa, and with
attempted assaillt at Pasadena College in
Pasadena, Calif.
Douglas County prosecutor Leigh Ann
were
Reti.lsdorf s;iid the victims in those all
prepared to test ify iii the Omaha case.
In each rape. the man spat on his victims,
quizzed them ibout their sex lives and asked them
to pray for him.
Champ came under scrutiny in the Midwest
attacks after he was arrested in Pasadena and
authorities then, put out a niitice to other states.
noting that Champ was a traveling comedian
There were riporis it similar attacks at Kniix
College in Galesburg. Ill Carthage College in
Kenosha, Win and Augustana College in Riwk
Island, Ill.. but no charges have been brought in
those cases.
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part-time full-time career summer internship co-op volunteer

March 4, 1918
[veal Cuter

Heroes Overcoming Arthritis
For a nomination form, contact:
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